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Abstract: In this paper we use an analytical model to study
how two radio networks : a primary network and a secondary
network can coexist within the same area. We use a very simple
protocol, Aloha, for both radio networks, and tools borrowed
from stochastic geometry to model the performance of our two
networks. We show that the primary network and the secondary
network can adapt their transmission parameters simultaneously
to achieve the following goal : the primary network maintains
its performance with a maximum and fixed degradation whereas
the secondary network maximizes its transmission throughput.
In practice this involves the primary network adapting its
transmission power and the secondary network its transmission
probability. We also study the gain in performance when the
secondary network nodes only transmit when their receivers are
at minimum distance from any transmitter nodes in the primary
network (constrained distance deployment).

We obtain the following result : when there is no constraint
used for the secondary network (free deployment), it can offer
a low (but not completely negligible) density of successful
transmissions when the capture threshold in primary network T1

is small. If we optimize the density of successful transmissions
for the selected nodes in the secondary network which are
transmitting to receivers at a minimum distance from any
node in the primary network then the per node throughput
for these selected nodes can be very significantly increased.
However with this optimization the total network throughput
for the secondary network is also slightly reduced. If we use a
constrained distance deployment for the secondary network (only
nodes whose receivers at a minimum distance from the primary
network) the per node throughput can be very significantly
increased and the total network throughput for the secondary
network is increased.

Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, slotted Aloha, transmission
probability, Cognitive radio, Poisson point process, shot-noise,
SINR, stochastic geometry

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to show that it is possible to share

the same medium with a very simple Medium Access Control

mechanism (MAC): Aloha. We obtain this result using simple

models based on stochastic geometry. More precisely we show

that if we adapt the transmission power of the primary and

secondary networks and if we also use different CDMA codes,

the performance of the primary network can be maintained

while the secondary network can provide its users with an

acceptable service for short range communication.

A. Related Work

Most of the studies which deal with cognitive radio try to

optimize criteria based on the Signal over Interference-and-

Noise Ratio (SINR) [4, 6, 7, 9]. These papers aim to achieve

optimizations using classical techniques : relaxation, convex

optimization, etc. But it is difficult to apply these results

in decentralized systems. However very few of these studies

consider real medium access mechanisms, the focus being on

adapting the power of a node or selecting a given channel to

optimize a global (or local) criterion. In nearly all the papers

dealing with cognitive radio and resource allocation, the tem-

poral aspect is not addressed: the decisions that the algorithms

provide are supposed to hold for long periods. Similarly the

spatial aspect of the problem is seldom considered even though

new results allow the interference to be exactly computed

under a few but rather general assumptions [2, 3].

In this paper we study the coexistence of two networks

which use slotted Aloha as a MAC protocol. We show that

we can extend an existing model to compute the probability

of successful transmissions in both networks. We study how

the two networks can coexist and show that we can have

reasonable performances if the primary network adapts its

transmission power and the secondary network adapts its

transmission probability. We also show that if the secondary

network accepts a constraint on its deployment, it can greatly

improve its performance. However in this case the primary

network must increase its transmission power to maintain its

performance.

B. Modeling Assumptions

The primary network is allowed to use a much greater

transmission power than the secondary network. The primary

network also uses CDMA codes. Since we use slotted Aloha,

we can assume the primary network to be precisely synchro-

nized. Thus, with CDMA codes we can assume that the Signal

over Interference Ratio (SIR) T1 required to accept a packet is

small compared to 1, whereas a typical value for SIR without

using CDMA codes is T1 = 10.

II. MODELING AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Two Network Model

1) Primary and Secondary Network Nodes: In this paper

we consider two coexisting networks called respectively pri-

mary and secondary network, each of which is represented

by the so called Poisson Bipole model proposed in [2]; see

also [1, Chapter 16]. The nodes of these two networks are

distributed on the infinite plane according to two indepen-

dent, homogeneous, planar Poisson point processes (P.p.p.)

of intensity λ1 and λ2 nodes per unit surface area (say per

square meter) respectively. Each node of each of these two

networks is wishing to transmit a packet to its own dedicated

receiver located within a distance ra, a = 1, 2, for the primary

and secondary networks, respectively. These receivers are not

part of the Poisson point processes. Despite its drawbacks,

mostly related to the modeling of the locations of receivers,



this Poisson Bipole network model is reasonable, convenient

and seems to be widely accepted (cf [5, 8]).

Using the formalism of the theory of point processes, we

can say that a joint snapshot of primary and secondary network

nodes can be represented by two independently marked Pois-

son point processes (P.p.p) (Φ̃1, Φ̃2) with Φ̃ = {(Xa
i , ya

i )},

a = 1, 2, where the locations of nodes Φa = {Xa
i } form a

homogeneous P.p.p. of intensity of λa and where the marks ya
i

denote the locations of the receivers for nodes Xa
i . We assume

here that one receiver is associated with only one transmitter

and that, given Φ1,Φ2, the vectors {Xa
i − ya

i } are i.i.d with

|Xa
i − ya

i | = ra.

2) Wireless Channel Model: We assume that whenever

node X ∈ Φa (a = 1, 2) transmits a packet with some power

P , the signal that is propagated and reaches any given location

y on the plane with power equal to PF/l(|X − y|), where

| · | denotes the Euclidean distance on the plane, l(·) is some

deterministic path-loss function of the distance and F is a non-

negative random factor of unit mean representing the variations

in the received power due to channel fading.

An important special case, which is our default assumption

in this paper, consists in taking a path-loss function of the

form

l(u) = (Au)β for A > 0 and β > 2. (2.1)

Regarding the distribution of the random variable F , called

for simplicity fading, in this paper we will consider only

the special case of Rayleigh fading that corresponds to the

exponential distribution of F , whose mean is assumed to be

E[F ] = 1. More precisely, we will assume that for any pair:

emitter X , location y of a potential receiver, an independent

copy F = FX,y is used to model the fading throughout the

transmission of this packet.

3) Slotted Aloha MAC: We assume that both networks use

the slotted Aloha MAC scheme and are synchronized to the

same time slots (this assumption can be easily relaxed later)

but are however tuned differently. By different tuning we

mean different emitted power and different medium access

probability. More precisely, let us assume that each node of

the network a (a = 1, 2), at a tagged time slot, independently

tosses a coin with some bias pa and sends its packet using

power Pa in this time slot if the outcome is heads and does

not transmit otherwise.

4) Successful Transmission: It is natural to assume that

transmitter Xa
i , successfully transmits a given packet to its

receiver ya
i if

SIR =
PaF/l(|Xa

i − ya
i |)

Ī
≥ Ta , (2.2)

where Pa is the emitted signal power, Ta is some signal-

to-interference (SIR) threshold for network a and where Ī
is the total interference suffered by the receiver ya

i . In the

two-network model this total interference can be naturally

expressed as the sum Ī = I1 + I2 of the interferences created

by the concurrent transmissions of the primary and secondary

networks . For (a, b) ∈ {1, 2}2

Ib =
∑

Xb
j∈Φb,Xb

j 6=Xa
i

PbFXb
j ,ya

i
/l(|Xb

j − ya
i |)1I(X

b
j transmits) .

(2.3)

Note that taking (2.2) as the successful transmission condition,

we ignore the external noise. This is a reasonable assumption

if the noise is significantly smaller than the mean interference

power.

B. Problem Formulation

We denote by pa
cov, a = 1, 2 the probability of successful

transmissions (coverage probability) in a given time slot by a

typical node of the network a, provided it is scheduled for the

transmission by the respective Aloha MAC. Consequently, the

density of successful transmissions (defined as the expected

number of such transmissions per node of the respective

network a) can be expressed as da = papa
cov.

The main objective of this paper is to study the maximiza-

tion of the density of successful transmissions in the secondary

network given a constraint (a lower bound) on the coverage

probability in the primary network. This optimization will be

achieved by some tuning of the power P1 of the primary users

and the Aloha MAC transmission probability p2 used by the

secondary users

1) Optimization without Deployment Control: We assume

that the Aloha MAC parameter p1 is fixed. Under these

assumptions, pa
cov(P1, p2), and da(P1, p2) denote respectively

the coverage probability and the density of successful trans-

missions in the network a = 1, 2, when the primary users

emit with power P1 and the MAC probability in the secondary

network is fixed to p2. Note that when the secondary users do

not emit at all (p2 = 0), we have only the primary-network

interference I = I1 and thus the SIR condition (2.2) for a = 1
is invariant with respect to the power P1 used by the primary

nodes. Consequently p1
max.cov := p1

cov(1, 0) is the (maximal)

coverage probability that the primary users can achieve when

no secondary nodes are allowed to transmit.

The aforementioned optimization problem can now be for-

malized as follows. For a given δ > 0, representing an

acceptable degradation of the coverage probability in the

primary network, we want to find the maximal density of

successful transmissions d̄2 that the secondary network can

achieve

d̄2 := max
0≤p2≤1

{
d2(P1, p2) : p1

cov(P1, p2) ≥ (1 − δ)p1
max.cov

for some P2 < ∞
}

(2.4)

and the respective optimal tuning p̄2 of the Aloha MAC

probability p2 of the secondary network for which the max-

imum (2.4) is attained. We will denote by P̄1 the minimal

power the primary nodes have to use in order to maintain their

coverage probability at the required level when the secondary

users implement p̄2. Thus P̄1 is such that p1
cov(P̄1, p̄2) =

(1 − δ)p1
max.cov.

2) Secondary Network with Exclusion Zones: Besides the

optimization of the secondary network described above, we



study if the obtained density of successful communications

can be further improved by controlling the deployment of the

secondary network nodes. We investigate the following simple

geographic inhibition rule on the deployment of the secondary

network: only transmitters in the secondary network whose

receivers are closer than some given separation distance R to

any of transmitter in the primary network can transmit.

III. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

The optimization problem formulated in the previous section

can be explicitly solved for an unconstrained deployment of

the secondary network. In what follows we will first present

this solution. Then we show some approximations of the

solution when the primary and secondary network users are

geographically separated.

A. Optimization without Deployment Control

The problem consists in an optimal tuning of the Aloha

MAC probability of the secondary users in order to maximize

their density of successful transmissions, while the primary

users react by fixing their transmission power so as not to

decrease their coverage probability by more than δ × 100%.

The following result gives the explicit solution in the case

of the (unconstrained) Poisson deployment of the secondary

network.

Proposition 3.1: Assume the unconstrained Poisson distri-

bution of the secondary nodes. Then the maximal density of

successful transmission d̄2 in this network, defined in (2.4), is

achieved for

p̄2 =
1

r2
2T

2/β
2 K(β)λ2

(
1 +

λ1p1r2

1
T

2/β
1

K(β)
− log(1−δ)

) (3.5)

and

P̄1 =
P2T1

T2

(r1

r2

)β(
λ1p1r

2
1 − log(1 − δ)T

2/β
1 K(β)

)−β/2

(3.6)

where K(β) is a constant given by :

K(β) = 2πΓ(2/β)Γ(1 − 2/β)/β . (3.7)

Proof: Using the known explicit result for the cover-

age probability in the Poisson Bipole network (see e.g. [3]

or [1, Chapter 16]) and the fact that the interferences I1

and I2 created by the primary and secondary networks (for

some given tuning of these networks) are independent, we

obtain the following probabilities of successful transmission

pa
cov = pa

cov(P1, p2) :

p1
cov = exp

(
−r2

1T
2/β
1 K(β)λ1p1

)

× exp(−r2
1

(T1P2

P1

)2/β

K(β)λ2p2

)
(3.8)

p2
cov = exp

(
−r2

2T
2/β
2 K(β)λ2p2

)

× exp
(
−r2

2

(T2P1

P2

)2/β

K(β)λ1p1

)
. (3.9)

Fixing p2 and solving p1
cov(P̄1, p2) = (1 − δ)p1

cov(1, 0) in P̄1

we obtain

P̄1 = T1

(r2
1λ2K(β)p2

− log(1 − δ)

)β/2

P2 . (3.10)

Using the above value of P̄1 in d2(P̄1, p2) = p2p
2
cov(P̄1, p2)

and maximizing this expression in p2, we obtain (3.5). Finally

inserting this expression in (3.10) we obtain (3.6).

B. Optimization of the selected secondary users.

Now we turn our attention in the optimization of the density

d′2 of successful transmissions (per node) of secondary users

taking into account only users X2
i ∈ Φ2 whose receivers are

such that |y2
i − X1

j | ≥ R for all X1
j ∈ Φ1. But in contrast to

the situation depicted in Section III-C the all the secondary

users still transmit.

For such secondary users, the corresponding conditional

interference produced by the primary users can be evaluated

as in Figure 1. The interferers in the primary network are

necessarily in the shaded area. Thus the coverage area for

these secondary users can be simply computed; the shot-noise

is just truncated.

    R

Primary network  node

Secondary network  node

    r
2

     y
i

2            X
i

2   

     X
j

1   

Fig. 1. Approximation to compute the Laplace transform of the shot-noise
created by the primary network to the secondary network. The shaded area
is where nodes of the primary network can be located.

The coverage probability for the selected nodes in the

secondary network is p
′2
cov given below:

p
′2
cov(P1, p2) = exp

(
−r2

2

(T2P1

P2

) 2

β

K
(
β,

R

r2

( P2

P1T2

) 1

β
)
λ1p1

)

× exp
(
−r2

2T
2/β
2 K(β)λ2p2

)
, (3.11)

where

K(β, a) =

∫ ∞

a

x

xβ + 1
dx .

The density d′2 of successful transmissions (per node) for

secondary users whose receivers are at least R meters away

from any primary user is given by the following equation:

d′2(P1, p2) = p2p
′2
cov(P1, p2) (3.12)



This density will be evaluated numerically in Section IV

where we study the benefit for the nodes in the secondary

network whose receivers are at a distance of at least R from

any nodes in the primary network.

C. Secondary network deployed outside exclusion zones

We now study the performance when the secondary net-

work is deployed outside exclusion zones as described in

Section II-B2. We consider the nodes in the secondary network

whose receiver nodes are at distance of at least R from any

nodes in the primary network as in Section III-B. But in

contrast, we consider that only these nodes in the secondary

network are allowed to transmit.

The spatial intensity of the secondary users is equal to

λ2e
−πλ1R2

, where the exponential expression corresponds to

the mean fraction of the surface of the plane not covered by

the spherical Boolean model of intensity λ1 and disk radius R
(i.e. one minus the so called volume fraction of the Boolean

model).

In the following we assume that

• the interferences produced by the nodes in the primary

and secondary network are independent,

• the interference produced by the nodes of the secondary

network is equivalent to the interference produced by a

Poisson process of spatial intensity λ2e
−πλ1R2

.

These assumptions are validated in Section IV by comparing

the results of the model with those of simulations. We obtain

the following probabilities of successful transmission p
′′a
cov =

p
′′a
cov(P1, p2)

p
′′1
cov = exp

(
−r2

1T
2/β
1 K(β)λ1p1

)

× exp(−r2
1

(T1P2

P1

)2/β

K(β)e−πλ1R2

λ2p2

)

p
′′2
cov = exp

(
−r2

2

(T2P1

P2

)2/β
K

(
β,

R

r2

( P2

P1T2

)1/β)
λ1p1

)

× exp
(
−r2

2T
2/β
2 K(β)λ2p2e

−πλ1R2
)

. (3.13)

Fixing p2 and solving p
′′1
cov(P̂1, p2) = (1 − δ)p

′′1
cov(1, 0) in

P̂1 we obtain:

P̂1 = P2T1

(r2
1λ2K(β)p2e

−πλ1R2

− log(1 − δ)

)β/2

. (3.14)

If we use P1 = P̂1 in p
′′2
cov we can numerically optimize d

′′

2 =
p2p

′′2
cov versus the transmission probability in the secondary

network p2. This optimization is presented in Section IV-C

and compared with simulation results.

IV. RESULTS

We use β = 4 and the following parameters for the primary

and secondary network:

• λ1 = 0.0001, p1 = 1, r1 = 100 m and T1 varies from

0.01 to 10,

• λ2 = 0.01, r2 = 10 m and T2 = 10. We adopt P2 =
10 mW.

To control the performance reduction of the primary net-

work we use δ = 0.05. We set R = 55 m when we constrain

the deployment of the secondary network.

As stated in Section II-B, the primary users compute P1 in

order to maintain their reception probability and the secondary

users optimize their transmission probability taking into ac-

count the transmission power P1 computed by the primary

users.

A. Optimization without deployment Control

First, to validate our model, we compute the (per node)

density of successful transmissions for the secondary network

versus the transmission probability p2. The comparison be-

ween our model and the simulations are given in Figure 2.

We note a very good matching between the model and the

simulations. The maximum density of successful transmissions

per node is 0.0022 which is roughly a tenth of the maximum

density of successful transmissions of the secondary network

when this network operates alone, i.e., 0.024.

 0
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 0.001

 0.0015

 0.002

 0.0025

 0  0.01  0.02  0.03  0.04  0.05

 d
2

p2

Density of successful transmissions per node

model
simualtion

Fig. 2. Density of successful transmissions for the secondary network versus
transmission probability p2. Comparison between the analytical model and
simulations
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Fig. 3. Required power P1 for the primary network versus the capture
threshold T1 when the secondary network is freely deployed

In Figure 3, we compute the power that the primary network

must use to keep its reception probability greater than 1 − δ
times the reception probability of the primary network when

it operates without the secondary network. This power is com-

puted versus the capture threshold T1 in the primary network.

We observe that the increase in this power remains limited.

However in Figure 4, we compute the maximun density of

successful transmissions per node that the secondary network

can obtain versus the capture threshold T1. This density of



successful transmissions per node could be acceptable for

T1 = 0.01, it is roughly one tenth the value of the density

of successful transmissions per node ( i.e. 0.024) when there

is no primary network. When T1 becomes larger, the density

of throughput that the secondary network exhibits tends to be

very small.

 0
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 0.001

 0.0015

 0.002

 0.0025

 0.01  0.1  1  10

 d
2

T1

Density of successful transmissions

Fig. 4. Density of successful transmissions for the secondary network versus
the capture threshold T1 when the secondary network is freely deployed

B. Optimization of the selected secondary users

In Figure 5, we compute the density of successful transmis-

sions (per node) for the selected secondary users versus the

transmission probability p2. The primary network still com-

putes P1 to maintain its reception probability. The maximum

of this density of successful transmissions is 0.0042 reached

for p2 = 0.0078. We have run simulations which confirm this

maximum value. We observe that this density of successful

transmissions is double for the selected secondary users; in the

default configuration this density of successful transmissions

is around 0.002 as shown in Figure 4. However if we compute

the total throughput obtained by the selected secondary users,

we find a total throughput of 0.0042 × λ2exp(−πλ1R
2) =

0.000016 transmissions per surface unit. This value is slightly

smaller than the total throughput 0.000022 obtained within the

whole network in the default configuration.
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Fig. 5. Density of successful transmissions for the selected nodes in the
secondary network versus p2

C. Secondary network deployed outside exclusion zones

We use equation 3.13 to we compute the density of suc-

cessful transmissions (per node) when the secondary network

is deployed outside exclusion zones. The maximum of this

(per node) density of successful transmissions is 0.011 and

it is reached for p2 = 0.021. Simulations confirm this value

and justify the assumptions used in the analytical model. We

notice that the (per node) density of successful transmissions is

roughly half the (per node) density of successful transmissions

when the secondary network operates alone. The total network

throughput is 0.011×λ2exp(−πλ1R
2) = 0.000042 transmis-

sions per surface unit. Thus the constraint on its deployment

also allows the secondary network to obtain roughly twice the

total throughput than in the free deployment. The power P1

that the primary network must use to maintain its reception

probability is 550 mW which is an acceptable value.

D. Other optimizations

The model presented in this paper allows many other

optimizations to be conducted. They are not presented in this

paper for reasons of space.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that simple models can predict the be-

haviour of two coexisting networks using Aloha as a MAC

protocol. The primary network can maintain its performance

by using CDMA to reach a small capture threshold and

adapting its transmission power. If the secondary network

only optimizes its transmission probability, it obtains a small

density of successful transmissions. If the secondary network

is deployed outside exclusion zones, it can greatly improve

the per node density of successful transmissions and also its

total throughput.
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